
B L I N D  T I G E R 
O R G A N I C  G I N

In the 1920s Prohibition Era, a “Blind Tiger” was an  
establishment known to illegally sell alcohol, with a focus  
on celebrating the exciting flavour and taste of liquor  

cocktails, many of which were gin based. 

Blind Tiger Organic Gins are distilled in small batches  
and are complex, elegant and aromatic gin. 



OUR BOTANICALS 

We search the world for the most sustainable, organic botanicals. Blind Tiger Organic Gin is an exotic blend of juniper  

berries, cassia, coriander, angelica root, citrus peel, summer savory and liquorice root.

DISTILLATION

The handpicked organic botanicals are distilled individually through a small pot still, creating distinctive elements that are 

drawn on to craft and blend Blind Tiger Organic Gins. The unique components are then blended with organic wheat spirit to 

create a fine elegant London Dry style of Organic Gin. This unique and individualised method for making Gin allows the   

distiller to craft and control the flavours in a similar way a winemaker puts a wine blend together. A delicate balance of  

science and artistry with consistency of excellence in every batch.

WHY ORGANIC?

Gin is truly a product of the Earth. The simple ingredients of a fine gin consist of pure water and grain, used to make a  

neutral spirit and infused with an often secretive and exotic botanical recipe. 

Organic farming means that no artificial herbicides, pesticides or fertilisers are used in the growing of the grain or botanicals 

we use. This ensures that we minimise our impact on the environment while crafting a spirit that speaks of the clean, green 

approach  we take in making it.

In Blind Tiger Organic London Dry Gin, Juniper provides a backbone of fresh spring forest and citrus notes. Cassia  

provides a delicate top note of spice whilst Coriander has been selected as it enhances the citrus characters of the juniper 

and imparts a subtle earthy character.  The citrus peel (lemon, bitter  orange and sweet orange) further builds the citrus 

characters. Angelica root gives a delightfully aromatic and heady note of musk. Summer savory  contributes a subtle mint 

like peppery character with Liquorice root completing the botanical mix and imparting a fuller mouthfeel.

The combination of these botanicals creates a London Dry Gin that is a perfect mixer with Tonic or Soda and a great base for 

one of the hugely popular gin based cocktails.

Blind Tiger Organic Mandarin Gin is carefully handcrafted in small batches from Organic “Dancy” and “Imperial”  

Mandarins grown in the sundrenched Riverland of South Australia. The Mandarins were peeled and the pulp discarded and 

peel kept in varietal batches. 1/3 of the peel was soaked fresh overnight in organic spirit then distilled varietally as a   

separate run the following day. Remaining 2/3 of peel was air dried in the Distillery above the pot stills and then distilled in 

small batches.             

The fresh and dry Imperial mandarin distillates were blended together, as were the two Dancy distillates creating 2 different 

styles of mandarin concentrates. Selected amounts of the two mandarin concentrates were then blended together with the 

6 Blind Tiger London Dry botanicals and organic wheat spirit.

It is an explosion of exotic botanicals infused with intense mandarin aromas from the Imperials with the Dancy’s coming 

through mid palate with a refreshing juicy citrus finish to create the perfect gin to serve neat over ice, with soda or in a Gin 

and Fever Tree Aromatic Tonic, with a twist of orange peel and sliced mandarin segments, for that extra level of flavour and  

excitement.

Blind Tiger Shiraz Gin is Made at the height of vintage this artisan Shiraz gin melds the art of distillation with that of small 

batch winemaking. Carefully nurtured Organic McLaren Vale shiraz from our family Warboys vineyard was hand picked on 

4th March 2022. These organic and biodynamically grown Shiraz vines were planted in the 1930’s and yield the most  

delicious ripe berries perfect for our first shiraz gin  vintage.

½ was steeped in gin for a week, the organic gin spirit extracting colour aroma and fruit sweetness. The other ½ was  

fermented following time honoured fortified wine techniques for three days until the fermentation was stopped by adding 

organic blind tiger gin and then macerated for another 2 days. The 2 batches were pressed and blended to produce a unique 

delicious Organic Shiraz Gin. A perfect marriage of only Organic Gin and Organic Single Vineyard McLaren Vale Shiraz,  

nothing else added or needed.

Deep opaque crimson with a purple hue, the juniper spice and citrus botanicals of the Organic Blind Tiger Gin lift the  

unctuous shiraz fruit, full bodied and delicious on the palate the Single Vineyard Organic Shiraz Gin finishes long and sweet. 

Enjoy neat over ice or topped with soda or tonic for a longer indulgence.

Blind Tiger Organic Gin is certified Gluten Free.

# 154653 6 x 700ml London Dry Gin

# 174424 6 x 700ml Mandarin Gin

#174441 6 x 700ml Shiraz Gin

www.vhws.com.au

For more information on Blind Tiger Organic Gin please contact your VHWS Representative.

• SALES 1300 769 266 • QUEENSLAND (07) 3870 6600

• SOUTH AUSTRALIA (08) 8397 7100 • NEW SOUTH WALES (02) 8736 3300

• VICTORIA/TASMANIA (03) 9541 3500 • WESTERN AUSTRALIA 1300 769 266

B L I N D  T I G E R  O R G A N I C  G I N

www.bl indtigergin.com.au
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